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2022 Fifth Wheel Forest River Sabre $66,700
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Description Stock #365300 - 2022 Sabre 37FLL by Forest River in great condition. Only used
three times! Stored inside. King bed, Upstairs loft, Front living and more!This 2022
Sabre 37FLL is a great Fifth Wheel for the large family that is looking for space, as
it will sleep up to 9. This luxury fifth wheel has all the comforts of home on the
road with a spacious front living area, complete with residential furniture, a cozy
fireplace, and a large LED TV. It has two sofa/sleepers and theater-style recliners
with heat, massage, and blue LED lights. It also comes with a Driven Bluetooth
stereo system.The gourmet kitchen is a chef's dream. It is well-appointed with a
residential refrigerator, solid surface countertops, a roomy pantry, a 3-burner
cooktop, oven, convection microwave, lots of counter space, a coffee bar, and lots
of cabinets to store all your kitchen essentials. The table with chairs and bench is
great for family dinners.The bath features a large walk-in shower with glass
doors, a porcelain toilet, a vanity sink with storage below, and a medicine cabinet.
The master suite is a drop-down and is equipped with a king bed, two
nightstands, a wardrobe, and drawers, as well as a mirrored closet, which is also
prepped for a washer/dryer combo. There is additional storage above and below
the bed as well.Upstairs, the kids can enjoy their own private space. On one side
is a loft with air vents, shelving, a cubby for clothes, and a cubby for misc items. It
is ready for a TV and has USB charging ports. On the other side, use it for a
smaller child or for extra storage.Stay connected and in control with integrated
smart technology, including a touchscreen control panel for all your RV
functions.On the exterior, enjoy the outdoor kitchen which is equipped with a mini
fridge and a grill. There are two speakers for enjoying your favorite tunes and a
large powered awning with LED lights to keep you cool during the day. There is
also a backup camera to help you park your rig perfectly every time and auto
leveling.Are you ready to take your RV adventures to the next level? Bring us an
offer today or schedule a showing. Your Adventure Awaits!We are looking for
people all over the country who share our love for boats/RVs. If you have a
passion for our product and like the idea of working from home, please visit
Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot] com to learn more.Please submit any and ALL offers
- your offer may be accepted! Submit your offer today!Reason for selling is no
longer needed.You have questions? We have answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030
to discuss this RV.Selling your RV has never been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally
sell thousands of units every year all over the country. Call (855) 273-7188 and
we'll get started selling your RV today.

Basic information Year: 2022
Stock Number: 365300
VIN Number: rvusa-365300
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 37

Item address 75143, Kemp, Texas, United States
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